LG Stylo 5

Features & specifications

Device highlights
- Immersive, beautiful 6.2" FullVision™ FHD+ 18:9 display
- 13MP HDR rear-facing autofocus camera with LED flash
- S&MP HDR, wide-angle front-facing camera with Portrait Mode
- Fast 1.8GHz octa-core processor and 4G LTE speed
- 3GB RAM / 32GB ROM (usable up to 15.76GB)
- Embedded stylus pen with customizable settings for writing and drawing
- Lock/unlock your phone and content with the fingerprint sensor
- Large 3,500mAh battery (non-removable)
- Available in Platinum Grey and Blonde Rose

Voice & audio
- HD Voice capable for crystal clear conversations
- Music Player with support for AAC, AAC+, ADPCM, AIF, AMR, eAAC+, FLAC, M4A, MIDI, MP3, Ogg, OPUS, PCM, WAV, and WMA formats
- LG Music app, with customizable music library
- Video player with touch lock, video screenshot, play on lock screen, and resume play
- Function, supports 3GP, 3G2, MP4, AVI, HEVC, MKV, WebM, FLV/TS, and OGM formats
- Voice Recorder - capture audio on the go with the ability to record over a separate audio track

Camera & video
- Food - enhance and brighten the colors of the food. Also adjust the white balance to your liking
- Match shot - capture two photos at the same time or separately. You can also use any photo you’ve taken previously
- Snap shot - conveniently take a photo or video and preview it right away on the other half of the screen
- Panorama - capture the whole scene by tapping the shutter button and moving your phone slowly in one direction
- Flash Jump-Cut - create a fun GIF by taking up to 20 photos 3 seconds apart
- Portrait Mode - keep your subjects sharp and focus with a blurry background
- Gesture Shot - take selfies with a simple hand gesture
- Gesture Interval Shot - make a fist twice to take four selfies in sequence
- Auto Shot - take selfies automatically using face detection
- Selfie Light - screen will illuminate with a soft light around the photo preview for well-lit selfies
- Burst Shot - hold the shutter button to take multiple shots
- Live Shot - take still shots while recording video
- Beauty Shot - adjustable setting softens facial features
- Quick Sharing Functionality - access social platforms instantly after taking pictures and videos
- HDR Camera - set HDR (High Dynamic Range) to on, off, or auto
- Film Effect - reset filter effects to give photos a film-like look and feel

Tools & organizers
- Pen Pop and Pop Menu - choose which app shortcuts you want available when you remove the stylus
- GIF Capture - create creative and fun video while watching to generate a GIF up to 15 seconds
- Pop Lens - conveniently point the pen to magnify and view clearly
- Pen Keeper - prevents the stylus from being misplaced by displaying a popup message when the phone is detected as being in motion when the stylus bay is empty
- Screen-off Memo - write memos while the screen is off
- Fingerprint Reader - conveniently and securely unlock device and content
- Side Key Placement - volume keys with quick shortcuts to Capture+ or camera when the screen is locked or off
- Customizable Home Touch Buttons - includes Notifications and Capture+
- View and respond to notifications on the lock screen
- Knock On® - double tap the screen to put your phone to sleep/wake it without picking it up or pressing the power/lock key
- Smart Cleaning® - optimize phone space and tests hardware
- Customizable Keyboard - adjust keyboard height and layout
- Multilingual support for phone and keyboard input
- EasyHome - show frequently used features right on the home screen for quick and easy access
- Battery Saver - minimize the battery consumption through efficient UX control
- GSide Function - overlay up to two windows with adjustable sizing and transparency
- Clip Tray - copy multiple items and paste them on a clipboard that pops up at the bottom of the screen, minimizing a collection of information from which you can save or send

Accessories included
- Travel adapter and USB cable

Cricket services
- Preloaded with My Cricket, Cricket Wi-Fi Manager, Cricket Visual Voicemail, and theSCOOP

Specifications

Network frequency
- GSM 850/900/1800/1900MHz
- UMTS/HSPA+: Bands: B2/B4/B5, B19

Operating system
- Android™ 9.0 Pie

Display
- 6.2" FullVision FHD+ (2160 x 1080), 18.9 Aspect Ratio

Processor
- Qualcomm® SDM450

Memory
- 3GB RAM / 32GB ROM (usable up to 15.76GB)

Rear camera
- 13MP HDR with LED Flash
- FHD video (1920x1080 recording)

Front camera
- 5MP HDR, Wide-Angle with Portrait

Wi-Fi®
- 802.11a/b/g/n/ac

Talk time
- Up to 14.5 hours

Standby time
- Up to 350 hours

Dimensions
- 6.33 x 3.09 x 0.34 in.

Weight
- 6.3 oz.

Battery
- 3,500mAh (non-removable)

HAC
- Rated for hearing aids - M3/T3

Charging solution
- USB Type C™

For more information, visit www.cricketwireless.com/support/devices, call Customer Care at 1-855-246-2461 or dial 611 from your mobile phone.

1To experience Cricket HD Voice, both callers must have a compatible HD Voice capable smartphone and make the call over Cricket's LTE Network or a compatible network. Cricket's LTE coverage is not equivalent to its overall network coverage. HD Voice calls made on a compatible device and on the LTE network may not experience an HD Voice connection at times of network congestion. Other calls on Cricket's LTE network may continue to use the 3G network. Calls will automatically switch to 3G when network congestion is detected. Calls on Cricket's 3G network will not have the same audio quality as calls on Cricket's LTE network.

2Available only on front-facing camera or cameracast®. Available memory varies depending on software versions and settings; at most 15.76GB for LG Stylo™ 5. Actual battery time may vary depending on network connectivity and application use.

3To experience Cricket HD Voice, both callers must have a compatible HD Voice capable smartphone and make the call over Cricket’s LTE Network or a compatible network. Cricket’s LTE coverage is not equivalent to its overall network coverage. HD Voice calls made on a compatible device and on the LTE network may not experience an HD Voice connection at times of network congestion. Other calls on Cricket’s LTE network may continue to use the 3G network. Calls will automatically switch to 3G when network congestion is detected. Calls on Cricket’s 3G network will not have the same audio quality as calls on Cricket’s LTE network.